The ®rst boundary value problem for a singularly perturbed parabolic equation of convection-diusion type on an interval is studied. For the approximation of the boundary value problem we use earlier developed ®nite dierence schemes, e-uniformly of a high order of accuracy with respect to time, based on defect correction. New in this paper is the introduction of a partitioning of the domain for these e-uniform schemes. We determine the conditions under which the dierence schemes, applied independently on subdomains may accelerate (e-uniformly) the solution of the boundary value problem without losing the accuracy of the original schemes. Hence, the simultaneous solution on subdomains can in principle be used for parallelization of the computational method.
Introduction
Special e-uniformly convergent dierence schemes for singularly perturbed boundary value problems for elliptic and parabolic equations are well developed, see, e.g., [1±9] . If the problem data are suciently smooth, for the parabolic equations with convection terms, then the order of e-uniform convergence for the scheme studied in [9] is ON À1 ln N N À1 0 , where N and N 0 denote, respectively, the number of intervals in the space and time discretization. For this scheme the amount of computational work is primarily determined by the time discretization, which is of ®rst order accuracy only. For reaction-diusion problems in [5, 6] we have developed an algorithm based on the defect correction principle, which achieves a high order of time-accuracy and preserves e-uniform accuracy in space.
To improve the eectivity of the algorithm, we also need ecient methods for solving the discretized problems. The paper [10] introduced parallel computational methods that allow us to accelerate the numerical solution of singularly perturbed boundary value problems for parabolic reaction-diusion equations.
Note that the method in [10] has only ®rst order of accuracy with respect to the time variable. The direct use of the parallel method from [10] for the defect correction scheme does not allow to achieve the order of time accuracy higher than one.
In the present paper we develop new defect correction schemes for singularly perturbed convection-diusion problems. In this way, we achieve a high order of accuracy for the time variable, maintaining e-uniform convergence and ®rst-order accuracy in space. For such schemes, as well as for the base schemes, we construct new schemes based on a domain decomposition method which allow both sequential and parallel computations. Thus, the present algorithm is a further ecient improvement over what was previously developed in [6] for the reactiondiusion case. It should be noted that this parallel method is not iterative within a time step.
Problem Formulation
On the domain G, where G 0; 1 Â 0; T , with the boundary S GnG we consider the following singularly perturbed parabolic equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions: L 2:1 ux; t eax; t @ 2 @x 2 bx; t @ @x À cx; t À px; t @ @t & ' ux; t f x; t; x; t P G; 2:1a ux; t ux; t; x; t P S:
2:1b
For S S 0 S L , we distinguish the lateral boundary S L fx; t : x 0 or x 1; 0 < t T g, and the initial boundary S 0 fx; t : x P 0; 1; t 0g. In (2.1) ax; t; bx; t; cx; t; px; t; f x; t; x; t P G, and ux; t; x; t P S are suciently smooth and bounded functions which satisfy 0 < a 0 ax; t; 0 < b 0 bx; t; 0 < p 0 px; t; cx; t ! 0; x; t P G:
The real parameter e may take any small positive value, say e P 0; 1.
When the parameter e tends to zero in (2.1a), the solution exhibits a boundary layer in the neighbourhood of the set S L 0 fx; t : x 0; 0 t T g, i.e., near the left side of the lateral boundary (or the outlow boundary). Such layers are described by an ordinary dierential equation (regular boundary layers).
For problem (2.1) we construct a numerical method that has a higher order of accuracy with respect to the time and, in addition, allows for parallel solution of the dierence equations.
Dierence Scheme
To solve problem (2.1) we ®rst consider a classical ®nite dierence method. On the set G we introduce the rectangular grid G h x Â x 0 ; 3:1 where x is a (possibly) non-uniform grid of nodal points, x i , in [0, 1], x 0 is a uniform grid on the interval 0; T ; N and N 0 are the numbers of intervals in the grids x and x 0 respectively. We de®ne
Here and below we denote by M (or m) suciently large (or small) positive constants which do not depend on the value of parameter e or on the dierence operators.
For problem (2.1) we use the dierence scheme [11] K 3:2 zx; t f x; t; x; t P G h ; 3:2a zx; t ux; t; x; t P S h :
3:2b
Here G h G G h , S h S G h , K 3:2 eax; td xx bx; td x À cx; t À px; td t , d x zx; t is the forward dierence operator, while d x zx; t and d t zx; t are the backward dierence operators, and the dierence derivative d xx zx; t is an approximation of the derivative @ 2 @x 2 ux; t on the non-uniform mesh:
The dierence scheme (3.2), (3.1) is monotone [11] . By the maximum principle and taking into account a-priori estimates of the derivatives (see Theorem 9.1 in the Appendix), we ®nd the error estimate
The proof of (3.3) follows the lines of the classical convergence proof for monotone dierence schemes [11, 9] . This results in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let estimate (9.2), where n 0, hold for the solution of problem (2.1). Then, for a ®xed value of the parameter e, the solution of scheme (3.2), (3.1) converges to the solution of problem (2.1) with an error bound given by (3.3).
The e-Uniformly Convergent Method
In this section we discuss an e-uniformly convergent method for (2.1) by taking a special mesh, condensed in the neighbourhood of boundary layers. The location of the nodes is derived from a-priori estimates of the solution and its derivatives. The way to construct the mesh for problem (2.1) is the same as in [5, 7, 12, 13, 9] . More speci®cally, we take G Ã h x Ã r Â x 0 ; 4:1 where x 0 is the uniform mesh with step-size s T =N 0 , i.e.
x 0 x 03:1 , and x Ã x Ã r is a special piecewise uniform mesh depending on the parameter r P R, which depends on e and N . We take r r 4:1 e; N min1=2; m À1 e ln N , where m m 4:1 is an arbitrary positive number from the interval 0; m 0 , m 0 min G a À1 x; tbx; t. The mesh x Ã r is constructed as follows. The interval [0,1] is divided in two parts 0; r, r; 1; 0 < r 1=2. In each part we use a uniform grid, with N =2 subintervals in each interval 0; r and r; 1.
Theorem 4.1. If the solution of problem (2.1) satis®es the hypotheses of Theorem 9.1 (Appendix), where n 0, then the solution of scheme (3.2), (4.1) converges e-uniformly to the solution of (2.1) and the following estimate holds:
The proof of this theorem can be found in [9] .
Remark 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, where n K ! 0, for the derivatives @ k 0 =@t k 0 ux; t and the divided dierences d l t zx; t, the following estimates hold: Here we denote by d l t zx; t the backward dierence of order l:
d 0 t zx; t zx; t; x; t P G h ; t ! ls; l ! 0:
Schwarz Overlapping Method for Parabolic Equations
We give the modi®ed Schwarz method for boundary value problem (2.1), and for the solutions obtained we give the necessary and sucient conditions of e-uniform convergence. be given an arbitrary function satisfying the condition (2.1b). We are to ®nd the sequence of the functions u r x; t; x; t P G; r 1; 2; . . .. Let the function u r x; t be known. The function u r1 x; t is determined as follows. First we ®nd the functions u r k K x; t, that is the solution of the following problems
The required function is de®ned by the relation u r1 x; t u r K K x; t; r 0; 1; 2; . . . :
5:3c
In the case of boundary value problem (2.1) the operator L 5:4 in (5.3b) is de®ned
Each function u r k K x; t; x; t P G, is the solution of the Dirichlet problem on the set G k and coincides with the function u r kÀ1 K x; t on the set GnG k . This process is a natural generalization of the classical Schwarz`alternating' method.
In principle, we could give the conditions under which process (5.3), (5.4), (5.1) converges to the solution of boundary value problem (2.1) as r 3 I, where r is the number of iterations. However, in this paper we are interested in a noniterative variant solver based on the modi®ed Schwarz method.
Now we describe the modi®ed Schwarz method. Let
x 0 5:5a be a uniform grid, just like x 03:1 , on [0,T] with stepsize s. By Gt 1 we denote the strip Gt 1 fx; t : x; t P G; t 1 < t t 1 sg; t 1 ; t 1 s P x 0 :
Let St 1 Gt 1 nGt 1 be the boundary of Gt 1 and let vx; t vx; t; t 1 be de®ned on St 1 . We denote an extension of the function vx; t onto the whole set Gt 1 by vx; t; t 1 . The function vx; t; t 1 is assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to t. We subdivide the strip Gt 1 into sections
Suppose the function ux; t; x; t P G, for t n P x 0 , t t n < T , n 0; 1; . . . ; N 0 À 1, has already been constructed. Now we construct the function ux; t for t t n1 , i.e., we ®nd the function ux; t on the strip Gt n . This is done in the following way. First we ®nd the functions u k=K x; t on the sections G k t n , solving the boundary value problems
Here having u k =Kx; t on G k t n , we extend these functions for each value k onto the whole strip Gt n in the following way
Having u k=K x; t, for k K we de®ne the function ux; t on the whole strip Gt n by ux; t u K K x; t; x; t P Gt n ; t n P x 0 : 5:5d
Thereby we have the function ux; t on the domain G for t P 0; t n1 .
In the relations (5.5b), (5.5c) the function ux; t; t n is constructed on the base of the function vx; t; t n ux; t; t n vx; t; t n ; x; t P Gt n : 5:5e
Using vx; t; t n which is de®ned on the boundary St n in (5.5g), we ®nd the function vx; t; t n ; x; t P Gt n ; 5:5f supposing vx; t; t n vx; t; t n for x; t P St n and vx; t; t n vx; t n ; t n for x; t P Gt n :
Here vx; t; t n ux; t; x; t P St n ; t n t 0 0, ux; t; x; t P St n S; t ! t n ;
ux; t; x; t P St n nS; t t
Thus, the function ux; t; t n on Gt n has been constructed.
The function u k K x; t on each strip Gt n is the solution of the Dirichlet problem on the section G k t n , whereas on the set Gt n nG k t n it coincides with the function ux; t; t n x; t P Gt n for k 1, and with the function u kÀ1 K x; t; x; t P Gt n for k ! 2. We thus ®nd the function ux; t; x; t P G, the solution of process (5.5), (5.4), (5.1), which we call the modi®ed Schwarz method.
Note that the modi®ed Schwarz method is not an iterative process in the strict sense. The boundary value problems in (5.5), (5.4), (5.1) are solved only once at those points of G which do not belong to the intersection of the subdomains. The boundary value problem is solved twice only on the intersection of the subdomains.
In the continuous domain decomposition method (5.5), (5.4), (5.1) the intermediate problems on the subsets D the function u 5:5 x; t does not converge e-uniformly.
5.3.
Here we describe the continuous variant of the modi®ed Schwarz method that admits parallel computations on P ! 1 processors.
Let D k , k 1; . . . ; K be the subdomains from (5.1a) and let each D k be partioned in P disjoint (possibly empty) parts
where
We ®nd the function ux; t by solving problems (5.9) similar to (5.5), but now on the set
. . . ; P ; ux; t; t n ; k 1;
for x; t P Gt n ; k 1; . . . ; K; t n P x 0 ; 5:9b ux; t u K K x; t; x; t P Gt n ; t n P x 0 :
5:9c
The function ux; t; t n vx; t; t n ; x; t P Gt n , t n P x 0 . The function vx; t; t n ; x; t P Gt n is determined like that in (5.5f).
Stepwise, for n 1; 2; . . ., we ®nd the function u 5:9 x; t; x; t P G, i.e., the solution of process (5.9), (5.8). We call this the modi®ed continuous Schwarz method for P``processors''.
The scheme (5.9) on the decomposition (5.8) can be written in the``operator'' form Qux; t; x 0 ; f Á; uÁ; wÁ 0; x; t P G:
5:9d
Here the function wx; t; t n ; x; t P Gt n de®nes the prolonged function ux; t; t n : ux; t; t n vx; t; t n ; x; t P St n ;
vx; t n ; t n wx; t; t n ; x; t P Gt n ( A ; x; t P Gt n ; 5:9e
so that in the case of the conditions (5.5e), (5.5f), simply, wx; t; t n 0. The problem (5.9), (5.8) for P 1 is identical with problem (5.5), (5.1).
In the continuous domain decomposition method (5.9), (5. Theorem 5.1. The condition (5.6) is necessary and sucient for the e-uniform convergence (as N 0 3 I) of u 5:9b x; t i.e., the solution of process (5.9), (5.8) with P ! 1, to ux; t, i.e., the solution of boundary value problem (2.1).
6. Dierence Schemes Based on the Schwarz Method 6.1. Here we construct a dierence scheme based on the process (5.5), (5.1) and give the necessary and sucient conditions for e-uniform convergence of this scheme. We introduce the rectangular grids on each set 
where x was introduced in (3.1). Now we ®nd the discrete solutions z k K x; t by a procedure similar to (5.5). Assuming that zx; t; t t n , has been computed, we solve on the strip G h t n the problems
zx; t; t n ; k 1;
The required function zx; t on the strip G h t n is de®ned by the relation zx; t z K K x; t; x; t P G h t n ; t n P x 0 : 6:3c
In the relations (6.3a), (6.3b) zx; t; t n vx; t; t n ; x; t P G h t n ; t n P x 0 : 6:3d
The function vx; t; t n , x; t P G h t n is found from vx; t; t n , x; t P S h t n , vx; t; t n vx; t; t n ; x; t P S h t n ; vx; t n ; t n ; x; t P G h t n ( A ; x; t P G h t n ; 6:3e where vx; t; t n ux; t; x; t P S h t n ; t n t 0 0; ux; t; x; t P S h t n S h ; t ! t n ;
zx; t; x; t P S h t n nS h ; t t x; t P S h t n ; n 0; 1; . . . ; N 0 À 1:
6:3f
On each strip G h t n the function z k K x; t is the solution of the discrete Dirichlet problem on the set G k h t n . On the remaining part G h t n nG k h t n , it coincides for k 1 with the function zx; t; t n , x; t P G h t n and for k ! 2 with the function z kÀ1 K x; t, x; t P G h t n . We de®ne the operator K 6:3 by the relation K 6:3 zx; t K 3:2 zx; t À f x; t; x; t P G h : 6:4
It is required to ®nd the function z 6:3 x; t, x; t P G h , i.e., the solution of difference scheme (6.3) either on the mesh (4.1) or on the mesh (3.1). The dierence scheme (6.3) can symbolically be written in the operator form Q 6:3 z 6:3 x; t; f Á; uÁ; wÁ 0; x; t P G h : 6:3g
Similar to (5.9e), here the function wx; t; t n , x; t P G h t n de®nes the function zx; t; t n :
zx; t; t n vx; t; t n ; x; t P S h t n ; vx; t n ; t n wx; t; t n ; x; t P G h t n & ' ; x; t P G h t n : 6:3h
In the above case of conditions (6.3d), (6.3e) we have wx; t; t n 0.
In the discrete domain decomposition method (6. .1), which is the discrete equivalent of (5.5), (5.1). In the following section we extend this to thè`p arallel'' case (5.9).
6.2.
To describe the dierence scheme that approximates process (5.9), (5.8) with P parallel processes, assume that zx; t is known for t t n , then we solve the problems
x; t P G k ph t n ; p 1; . . . ; P ; zx; t; t n ; k 1;
We de®ne the function z 6:5 x; t on the strip G h t n by the relation z 6:5 x; t z K K x; t; x; t P G h t n ; t n P x 0 : 6:5b
In (6.5a) zx; t; t n vx; t; t n , x; t P G h t n . The function vx; t; t n , x; t P G h t n can be found from vx; t; t n , x; t P S h t n , which is determined by relation (6.3e).
The dierence scheme (6.5) can be written in the operator form Q 6:5 z 6:5 x; t; f Á; uÁ; wÁ 0; x; t P G h ; 6:5c with wx; t; t n 0.
In the discrete domain decomposition method (6.5), ( Under condition (5.6), using a standard technique of the comparison theorems (see, e.g., [11, 9] ), we get the estimate jz 3:2 x; t À z 6:5 x; tj MN À1 0 ; x; t P G h ; 6:6 where z 3:2 x; t and z 6:5 x; t are the solutions of the dierence schemes (3.2), (3.1) and (6.5), (3.1), respectively.
6.3.
A technique similar to the one explained in [5, 6] gives us errors bounds for the discrete solutions that are obtained by the dierence schemes described above. Under condition (5.6), if we use the dierence schemes (6.5), (3.1) and (6.5), (4.1), we obtain the following error estimates jux; t À z 6:5 x; tj Me À2 N À1 s; x; t P G h3:1 ; 6:7a jux; t À z 6:5 x; tj MN À1 ln N s; x; t P G Ã h4:1 : 6:7b
The above formulation allows us to brie¯y summarize a result obtained in [10] .
Theorem 6.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold for the data of boundary value problem (2.1) and its solution. Then, under condition (5.6) and for N, N 0 3 I, the solution of the dierence scheme (6.5), (4.1) (or scheme (6.5), (3.1)) converges to the solution of (2.1) e-uniformly (for a ®xed value of e). The estimates (6.6), (6.7) hold for the solutions of these dierence schemes.
Remark 1.
If the condition n 0 in Theorem 4.1 is replaced by n K, K ! À1, the following estimate holds
Remark 2. Note that the estimates (6.7a) and (6.7b) are similar to the estimates (3.3) and (4.2). It means that the domain decomposition preserves the accuracy of the base schemes.
7. Improved Time-Accuracy
A Scheme Based on Defect Correction
The technique used in this paper to improve time-accuracy is based on the one in [5] . For the dierence scheme (3.2), (4.1) the error in the approximation of the partial derivative @=@tux; t is caused by the divided dierence d t zx; t and is associated with the truncation error given by the relation
where # P 0; s. Therefore we now use for the approximation of @=@tux; t the expression d t ux; t sd t t ux; t=2, where d t t ux; t d t t ux; t À s, d t t ux; t is the second central divided dierence. We can evaluate a better approximation than (3.2a) by defect correction K 3:2 z c x; t f x; t 2 À1 px; ts @ 2 @t 2 ux; t; 7:2 with x P x and t P x 0 , where x and x 0 are as in (3.1); s is step-size of the grid x 0 ; z c x; t is the``corrected'' solution. Instead of @ 2 =@t 2 ux; t we shall use d t t zx; t, where zx; t, x; t P G h4:1 is the solution of the dierence scheme (3.2), (4.1). The new solution z c x; t has a consistency error Os 2 .
The Defect Correction Schemes of Second-Order Accuracy in Time
Constructing the dierence scheme in (7.2), instead of @ 2 =@t 2 ux; t we use d 2 t zx; t, the second divided dierence of the solution to the discrete problem (3.2), (4.1). On G h we write the ®nite dierence scheme (3.2) as K 3:2 z 1 x; t f x; t; x; t P G h ; z 1 x; t ux; t; x; t P S h ; 7:3 where z 1 x; t is the uncorrected solution. For the corrected solution z 2 x; t we solve the problem for x; t P G h K 3:2 z 2 x; t f x; t px; t2 À1 s @ 2 @t 2 ux; 0; t s; px; t2 À1 sd 2 t z 1 x; t; t ! 2s ( A ; x; t P G h ; z 2 x; t ux; t; x; t P S h :
7:4
Here the derivative For simplicity, in the remainder of this section we consider a homogeneous initial condition:
Under this condition, the following estimate similar to [6] holds for the solution of problem (7.4), (4.1):
Theorem 7.1. Let condition (7.5) hold and assume in (2.1) that a, b, c, p, f P H a2nÀ2 G, u P H a2n G, a > 4, n K, K ! 1, and let condition (9.3) and estimates (9.5), (9.6) be satis®ed for n K. Then for the solution of dierence scheme (7.4), (4.1) the estimate (7.6) holds.
The Defect Correction Schemes of Third-Order Accuracy in Time
The above procedure can be used to obtain an arbitrarily large order of accuracy in time. Here we only show how to construct the dierence scheme of third order accuracy. On the grid G h we consider the dierence scheme x; t P G h ; z 3 x; t ux; t; x; t P S h : 7:7a
Here z 1 x; t and z 2 x; t are the solutions of problems (7.3), (4.1) and (7.4), (4.1) respectively, the derivatives @ 2 =@t 2 ux; 0, @ 3 =@t 3 ux; 0 are again obtained from (2.1a), the coecients C ij are determined below. They are chosen to satisfy the following conditions: By z 3 x; t we denote the solution of the dierence scheme (7.7), and again, for simplicity, we assume the homogeneous initial condition ux; 0 0; f x; 0 0; x P D: 7:8
Similarly to [6] we obtain, under condition (7.8), the following error bound for the solution of (7.7):
This is more precisely formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Let conditions (7.8) hold and assume in (2.1) that a, b, c, p, f P H a2nÀ2 G, u P H a2n G, a > 4, n K, K ! 2 and let condition (9.3) and estimates (9.5), (9.6) be satis®ed for n K. Then for the solution of scheme (7.7), (4.1) the estimate (7.9) is valid.
Illustrative numerical results without domain decomposition are discussed in [6] . These results demonstrate the eciency of the defect correction technique in improving the accuracy with respect to the time variable. However, in this paper we are interested in distributing the above algorithm over a number of independent (``parallel'') processes.
Parallel Method Based on Defect Correction
8.1. The Dierence Schemes of Second-Order Accuracy in s 8.1.1. Now we describe a ®nite dierence scheme (6.3) constructed for the modi®ed Schwarz method (5.5) with P 1 in the case of defect correction. To approximate the alternating process (5.5), we apply the defect correction scheme (7.4), (4.1) to the discrete equations (6.3), (6.2).
First we ®nd the function z 1 x; t; x; t P G h t n , solving problem (6.3), (6.2) z 1 x; t z 6:3;6:2 x; t 8:1
where z k K x; t and zx; t are now denoted by z 1 k K x; t and z 1 x; t, respectively. For precise reference in the sequel, we rewrite the procedure (6.3), (6.2) as
Conclusion
In order to eciently solve a singularly perturbed parabolic PDE by an e-uniform discretisation procedure, 1st order accurate in space and high-order in time, we have studied a defect correction procedure. To possibly reduce the computation time, we have splitted the procedure in P independent processes, preserving e-uniform convergence. The requirements are precisely described under which the splitting does not aect the accuracy of the method. Note that such a technique to construct high-order time-accurate parallel methods can be naturally extended to multidimensional convection-dominated problems without aecting the accuracy.
Appendix: Estimates of the Solution and its Derivatives
Here we rely on the a-priori estimates for the solution of problem (2.1) and its derivatives as derived for elliptic and parabolic equations in [9] .
We denote by H a G H a;a=2 G the HoÈ lder space, where a is an arbitrary positive number [15] . We suppose that the functions f x; t and ux; t satisfy compatibility conditions at the corner points so that the solution of the boundary value problem is smooth for every ®xed value of the parameter e.
For simplicity, the following conditions are assumed to hold at the corner points
where a is the integer part of a number a, a > 0, n ! 0 is an integer number. We also suppose that a 2n ! 4.
Using interior a-priori estimates and estimates up to the boundary for the regular functionũn; g, see [15] , whereũn; g uxn; t; n x=e; g t=e, we obtain @ kk 0 @x k @t k 0 ux; t Me ÀkÀk 0 ; x; t P G; k 2k 0 2n 4; n ! 0:
This estimate holds, for example, for u P H 2n4m G; m > 0; 9:3
where m is some small number. For example, (9.3) is guaranteed for the solution of problem (2.1) if a, b, c, p, f P H a2nÀ2 G, u P H a2n G, a > 4, n ! 0 and condition (9.1) is ful®lled.
In fact we need a more accurate estimate than (9.2). Therefore, we decompose the solution of problem (2.1) into a regular component U x; t and a singular component W x; t ux; t U x; t W x; t; x; t P G; 9:4
where W x; t represents the regular boundary layer. The function U x; t is the smooth solution of (2.1a) satisfying condition (2.1b) on SnS L 0 . For example, under suitable assumptions for the data of the problem, we can consider the solution of the Dirichlet boundary value problem for (2.1a) smoothly extended to the domain G Ã ( G Ã is a suciently large neighbourhood of G on the left of the set S L 0 ). On the domain G the coecients and the initial value of the extended problem are the same as for (2.1). Then the function U x; t is the restriction (on G) of the solution to the extended problem, and U P H 42nm G, m > 0. The function W x; t is the solution of Dirichlet's problem for the parabolic equation L 2:1 W x; t 0; x; t P G; W x; t ux; t À U x; t; x; t P S:
If (9.3) is true then U , W P H 42nm G.
We suppose that a, b, c, p, f P H 2a4n G, u P H 2a4n G, a > 4, n ! 0. Now, for the functions U x; t and W x; t we derive the estimates @ kk 0 @x k @t k 0 U x; t M1 e 2nÀkÀk 0 ; 9:5 @ kk 0 @x k @t k 0 W x; t M1 e 2nÀkÀk 0 e Àk expÀm 9:6 e À1 x; 9:6 x; t P G; k 2k 0 2n 4; where m 9:6 is an arbitrary number from the interval 0; m 0 , m 0 min G a À1 x; tbx; t. The estimates (9.5) and (9.6) hold, for example, when a, b, c, p, f P H 2a4n G, u P H 2a4n G and
The inclusions (9.7) are guaranteed if a, b, c, p, f P H a2nÀ2 G, u P H a2n G, a > 4, n ! 0 and condition (9.3) is ful®lled. We summarize these results in the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1. Assume in 2:1 that a, b, c, p, f P H 2a4n G, u P H 2a4n G, a > 4, n ! 0 and let condition 9:3 be ful®lled. Then, for the solution ux; t of problem 2:1, and for its components in representation 9:4, it follows that u, U , W P H 42n G and that the estimates 9:2, 9:5, 9:6 hold.
